This paper presents a computer analysis of statistical secondary structure of nucleic acids. For a given single stranded nucleic acid, we generated "structure map" which Included all the annealig structures in the sequence.
INTRODUCTION
Owing to the development In recombinant DNA technology and DNA sequencing technique, various nucleic acid sequences have been determined. Primary structures of RNA transcripts and amino acid sequences of various proteins became precisely predicted. As for non-coding sequences, the importance of secondary structure has been suggested; palindromic structures were found In promoter regions, replication origins, etc, in DNA. But, interpretation of most noncoding sequences is difficult for the moment. As for some RNA species, though secondary structures have been speculated, only that of tRNA was determined by X-ray diffraction analysis.
More recently, computer analysis has been Introduced Into the field of nucleic acid sequence analysis. An ingenious method was presented first by Nussinov and others (1) to detect unique structures with maximum free energy.
The method was further refined by others (2, 3, 4, 5) . However, a nucleic acid may take different structures with certain different probabilities, and the occurrence of a given structure may be statistically determined. In addition, if a molecule has a chance to have different structures with similar probabilities, this fact itself may be important for considering the function of the molecule. Such a state is called "resonance" by R. Thorn (6) , who introduced the idea of probability and information in biological form several years ago. In this report, we present basis of our programming which allows statistical formulation of the nucleic acid secondary structure and its application to the analysis of small nuclear RNAs of various origins. Our computation suggested that during the evolution, Ul RNA has conserved its secondary structure by mutations which allowed minimum changes in the structure in each evolutionary step.
GENERAL PROGRAM ARCHITECTURE [1] Structure map : The nucleic acid sequence is a finit character series consisting of characters A, T (or U), G and C, i.e., x-x^ x n (x 1 { A, T (or U), G, C }). In the following discussion, 5' end is located on the left side, and 3' end on the right side. A pairs with T (or U) and G pairs with C or T (or U). All the possible annealing (or stem) structures consisting of 2 or more successive complementary pairs, are constructed. In other words, for a given x , a base complementary to x may exist on its right side, and this could be X J (Kj). Examine the complementarity between x . and x , x 1+2 and x , etc. If there Is a certain extent of complementarity, a stem structure can be constructed. On account of "rigidity" of the nucleic acid chain, (j-n+1)-(I+n-l)<3 may not be permissible, and In our computation, such cases are excluded. For each stem structure, Therefore, only lower half of the map below the diagonal line is considered thereafter. This map is converted Into "structural" map.
Here, all the characters next to x._ . are converted to free energy, i.e., amount of energy expelled during the following process
hydrogen bond between complementary bases).
The free energy values for our computation are taken from the paper by Salser (7) . The sum of the figures following x . represents the free energy of the stem, which reflects Its stability. In our programme, all the possible stem structures are computed. This procedure is taken by Pipas and McMahon (8) In their computer analysis, which has not been developed much further.
[2] Energy map : For the numerical analysis, the "structural map" was transformed into "energy map" in the following way. The nucleotide sequence was partitioned into blocks consisting of k nucleotides. As a consequence, structure map was partioned Into small squares, each of whose edges contains k characters. On the diagonal line, triangles in stead of squares are generated; these are treated exactly in the same manner as the squares. Each square (or triangle) is marked with energy value of the stem whose middle character falls into that place. If a given square (or a triangle) contains several different possible annealed structures, the energy value of the stem which has the maximum energy is marked in the position. This is actually done as follows. If the structure map is a lower trianguler matrix of nxn size, the energy map will be the triangular matrix of [n/k]x[n/k] ([n/k] is the maximum of the integers which do not exceed n/k ). Therefore, the matrix transformation is performed in the manner as shown in the example below.
[m/k] This correspondence has two major shortcomings.
(a) By changing the starting point of sequence analysis, the position of the energy value may be shifted either upward, leftward, or upperleftward, and in the maximum, k different energy maps could be generated, (b) Pairings with higher free energy mask pairings with lower free energy.
The first point can be corrected by direct inspection of the structure map and energy map. For the second point, we have no good solution.
[3] Information matrix (or map) : Transformation of energy map matrix E to matrix P (frequency matrix) and to Q (information matrix) is defined in the following manner.
First, we consider projection from energy map matrix .... ,e. c ln Eto each component, which is expressed as (e^j) (referred as fundamental state matrix, or "stem"); (e, ) is the matrix whose (i,j) component is e , and the others are 0, i.e., 1J 10 0\
\6,..T...,6y
J We call the set of these matrices (e.,) "fundamental set". An addition of the fundamental state matrices which are not mutally exclusive is called structure matrix. Namely, structure maricies 0,e, This problem, i.e., choice of multiple anealing stem structures which are not mutually exclusive, is essentially the same as the problem of 8-queens which is famous in the chess game. A set of structure matrices, i.e., a set of all the possible nucleic acid secondary structures, is defined as follows.
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•<) for any KKk mi ni ' nk mi-mj, ni-nj , and (mi-nj) (mj-ni)<0 for any i-j, Ki,j<k Now, for any wi-S, we define ui, which is the sum total of all the components of matrix wi. "Mother matrix" is then defined as follows, wisS i.e., the mother matrix is the summation of all the elements in the structure set S. Weight of the energy difference Q, 1/Z, is proportional to exp(-U/RT), which is 0.2 at T-300 K and U -1 Cal. ,0 ,0 ,0 They are numbered wl , w2 , w3 , w4 , and w5 respectively; the structure energy for each structure is ul-5, u2-2, u3=10, u4=7, u5-l 5, respectively. The structure set S-{ wl , w2 , w3 , w4 , w5 }. Taking the value of 2 for Z as a convenience, we compute mother matrix W as follows. Each component of Q, q^^. Is expressed by a circle which has a center in (i+J-1,1-j+l ) in the lattice and whose radius is proportional to q . Base sequence is presented in the horizontal line in the bottom of •'the matrix Q (information map). The algorism described has been programed in Fortran. It is implemented on VAX11/780 with an VAX/VMS operating system. All the figures were drawn by using a NWX-235 colour graphic display terminal with a raser printer hard copy unit LBP-10. These units were supported by graphic software package of GRAPAC II.
The time required for computing was economized by the following two ways. 1. When we make the energy map matrix, we ignored values lower than a certain level. (In this paper, values less than 6 Cal were neglected.) 2. We ignored the structure matrix whose total structure energy is small.
In order to standardize the values of information matrix, we define standard structure energy uO, and W was computed as following, In practice, uO value is chosen so that calculation does not overflow the computer capacity.
uO value which we adopted was A0 for tRNA, and 105 for the precursor tRNA^^ erlne -tRNA 7 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Ala The structures of precursor tRNA , of Bombyx (9) The construction of the information maps ( Fig.2-B) is essentially the same as that of energy map. The diameter of each circle is proportional to the information q of the annealing structure. In the figures, the base Obviously secondary structures derived from the information maps are very close to the accepted tRNA structures, while energy map is powerless in secondary structure modeling.
We computed secondary structures of small nuclear RNAs whose sequences are compiled by Busch et al (11) . These RNAs are adequate for our analysis as their sizes are similar to tRNAs, and the secondary structure of the molecules must have its own significance as in case of tRNAs. 
•>. DPT In energy map, broken lines connecting annealing two blocks are omitted.
"gallus sapiens Ul"), i.e., the hypothetical gallus sapiens Ul has only two bases different from chicken Ul. Energy maps are almost indistinguishable for the four sequences ( fig.4-A) , but the information map (Fig.4-B) of the inexistent gallus sapiens is completely different from other three. This indicates that during the evolution, there exist mutations which are permissive only in the presence of previous mutations, i.e., 2 base changes during the evolution from rat to man are permissive in the condition that the 7 mutations preceeded during the evolution from chicken to rat. And by such a mechanism, the secondary structure of Ul has been maintained. This may inversely suggests the Importance of the secondary strucutre of Ul RNA.
Secondary structure of Ul here presented is very close to those presented by Banlant et al (12) who studied the Ul structure by SI nuclease digestion and also by computation with different method. For U2, U3, U4 , U5 and U6, both energy maps and information maps are shown ( Fig.5-A 
